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There are many people that are non willing to pay such a high monetary value to see Cirque du Soleil. These
are questions that need to be answered in order to chose the countries where the show should be performed.
This can be a case though that their lack of weaknesses is a weakness. Swot analysis: It's time for a product
recall. They keep their members in mind by allowing them to customize what they receive in the emails.
Customers can enjoy a discount for certain shows on certain data. It can also lead to crowd sourcing various
services and consumer oriented marketing based on the data and purchase behavior. Employees reside in
either five star hotels or rented flats. The phantasmagoria factory. Powell, iii. Entertainment is among these
wants. Cirque du Sole shows do however contain something not common to an everyday circus, a plot. At the
end of the night, the customer will get a CD and a souvenir program. Times Online. The constraint for
Danielle Savoie is to work out online platform that will serve this purpose more efficiently, and the
opportunities are that the world will interact with the business from this medium towards achieving the
strategic objective of the organization. Therefore, they offer a large variety of shows and they make their
product unique every single time. Besides losing customers in a recession, business partners can become
scarce. This issue best suited IT solution given that it involves data integration and preservation. Schwartz, 4.
This problem was caused by the fact that Cirque business has not expanded around the whole world due to
limited resources, but there is the need to create the awareness of the innovative circus in order to generate
more revenue to sustain the organization. The diverseness of the members are besides kept in head. In many
cases it is best to place the show in a large city, where people can easily travel to. If that is the case, people
will refuse to visit the show and perhaps the show needs to be adapted to that particular country.
People-related resistance is difficult issue to manage, but once the cause is understood 8 Page7 the solution
becomes easy. Entertainment is among these wants. They have a VIP treatment called Tapis Rouge, where the
customer is taken to a luxurious room one hour before the show. Some even considered IT as useless and too
expensive. In addition, this report sized-up the key issues and justifies why they are issues of great concern to
the organization. Hence Danielle Savoie needs to find a solution to integrate these data in order to preserve the
information and knowledge embedded in them. The issue of managing the various activities involved to set up
a touring show is one more salient issue sized-up that will not be analysed due to limited word count space.
Problem-solving argument: increased pool for information In the Cirque du Soleil world conflict is avoided
altogether. It does not contain a center ring or have a parade of animals performing tricks. Behind the scenes at
Cirque du Soleil. Cirque needed an athletic midget and the database provided one that had auditioned old ages
earlier. The analysis: Cirque du Soleil has their bases covered and takes advantage of every opportunity that
becomes available. Although the issue of managing various equipment and activities to get the touring show
set up was not analysed, it will be worth recommending that these times critical activities that must be
completed within 30 hours before the show start to be built into bundles of related components. Lack of
Failings: Cirque du Soleil has worked hard at covering their failings.


